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Abstract: Although various studies on monitoring dog behavior have been conducted, methods that
can minimize or compensate data noise are required. This paper proposes multimodal data-based
dog behavior recognition that fuses video and sensor data using a camera and a wearable device.
The video data represent the moving area of dogs to detect the dogs. The sensor data represent
the movement of the dogs and extract features that affect dog behavior recognition. Seven types of
behavior recognition were conducted, and the results of the two data types were used to recognize
the dog’s behavior through a fusion model based on deep learning. Experimentation determined
that, among FasterRCNN, YOLOv3, and YOLOv4, the object detection rate and behavior recognition
accuracy were the highest when YOLOv4 was used. In addition, the sensor data showed the best
performance when all statistical features were selected. Finally, it was confirmed that the performance
of multimodal data-based fusion models was improved over that of single data-based models and
that the CNN-LSTM-based model had the best performance. The method presented in this study
can be applied for dog treatment or health monitoring, and it is expected to provide a simple way to
estimate the amount of activity.

Keywords: multimodal data; behavior recognition; dog detection; fusion model; deep learning

1. Introduction

Recently, as the number of families raising pets such as dogs and cats has increased,
interest in human–pet interaction (HPI) has also increased. For HPI, it is necessary to know
the emotions and health conditions of pets; however, it is difficult for humans to recognize
pets’ expressions. To solve this issue, monitoring studies of behavioral observation of dogs
using cameras, wearable devices, and pet products are being conducted [1–3].

Among them, the basic factor monitored in dogs in daily life is the dog’s amount
of activity, such as the number of steps it takes. Like a smartwatch worn by a human, a
wearable device records how much the wearer has moved. In addition, such devices make
it possible to understand the sleeping time or patterns of the dog; when changes in the
dog’s movement are observed or the amount of activity decreases rapidly, a disease may
be suspected.

To determine the activity level of dogs, a video camera or a wearable device can be
used. A camera is installed in the house to observe the dog’s behavior in an empty house,
so it is widely used in monitoring research for disease care [2–4]. For a wearable device,
various sensors can be used to analyze a dog’s movements. There are various commercial
wearable devices such as Petpace, Fitbark, and Whistle, that measure and track the number
of steps taken by a dog, which serves as a proxy for activity level [1,5].

With the combination of the technologies of Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning,
and artificial intelligence, the amount of activity in dogs can be specified. In the past, only
the direction or speed of the movement of the dog in the video was detected, or the activity
level was estimated in 3–5 steps with data centered on acceleration for wearable devices.
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Recently, the amount of activity has been obtained through recognition of the behavior
of dogs. Through examination of the detection area or joint movement in the video or
embedding various sensors such as a gyroscope and inertial measurement unit (IMU) in
the wearable device, it became possible to recognize specific behaviors such as sitting and
standing, which greatly improved the accuracy [1]. With these methods, detailed dog
monitoring is possible if the amount of activity is obtained through behavior recognition
of dogs. For example, since it is possible to measure the calorie consumption for each
behavior, it is possible to suggest an appropriate amount or type of feed. In addition, in the
case of a dog whose leg has been operated on, the degree of movement can be checked for
rehabilitation, and exercise can be recommended on days when there is little movement.

However, various issues may arise in the process of collecting the behavior data of
dogs. Cameras should be installed in such a way that as little overlapping with people or
other objects occurs as possible. In addition, for wearable devices, the wearing direction
or position should be constant. Some existing studies have controlled the experimental
environment when collecting dog behavior data, so the collection method’s performance
may degrade in real-life applications [1]. To reduce the noise of the data collected in such
an environment, preprocessing and analysis methods suitable for the characteristics of the
data are also required; however, this is only a supplementary method.

To address this problem, multiple, rather than single types of data can be used. The
fusion of multiple data types makes it possible to complement data noise and improve the
accuracy of the behavior recognition of dogs. In research on human behavior recognition,
various behavior recognition studies using multiple data have already been conducted [6];
however, there have been few behavior recognition studies for dogs.

Accordingly, this paper proposes behavior recognition that combines multimodal data
to estimate the amount of activity for the most commonly raised dogs. For this purpose,
we aimed to recognize seven behaviors (standing, sitting, lying with raised head, lying
without raised head, walking, sniffing, and running) with video data from a camera and
sensor data (acceleration, gyroscope) from a wearable device.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. Exploration of a suitable dog detection method using video data by comparing object
detection methods (FasterRCNN, YOLOv3, YOLOv4) mainly used in computer vision.

2. Exploration of the combination of statistical characteristics that affect the recognition
of dog behavior using sensor data (acceleration, gyroscope) collected from wear-
able devices.

3. Comparison of the performance of the existing method using single data and the
method that fuses multimodal data and exploration of the model for dog behavior
recognition improvement through performance comparison between deep learning-
based fusion models (CNN, LSTM, CNN-LSTM).

2. Related Works
2.1. Behavior Recognition Based on Multimodal Data

Research on behavior recognition has been progressing rapidly and has focused mostly
on humans. Most existing studies on behavior recognition have focused on images [7,8].
However, due to problems with various shooting environments and hardware resource
problems, most studies use sensors that are cheaper and have a high computational effi-
ciency [9–11].

In recent years, multimodal data-based studies have been gradually increasing in num-
ber to improve the accuracy of behavior recognition. Among them, the study of behavior
recognition through the fusion of various sensor data were focused on and the accuracy
was improved when using multiple-sensor data compared to single-sensor data [6]. In
general, accelerometer and gyroscope data are often used in behavior recognition. Steels
et al. performed badminton behavior recognition using accelerometer and gyroscope data,
and the accuracy of most actions such as drive, smash, and net drop was improved [12].
Uddin et al. proposed a behavior recognition system for health management that required
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wearing electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors, accelerometers, and gyroscope sensors on the
chest, wrist, and ankle [13].

Furthermore, studies based on multimodal data that combine different types of data
have been conducted. Fusing these different types of data can complement the quality of
data, which can have a good effect on performance. Ehatisham Ul Haq et al. proposed a
multimodal feature feature-level fusion approach for human behavior recognition using
RGB cameras, depth sensors, and wearable inertial sensors, and the accuracy was improved
when data of RGB cameras, accelerometers, and gyroscopes was fused [9].

Behavior recognition based on multimodal data that fuses these different types of
data requires deep learning techniques that can automatically extract abstract features
for each data type. Accordingly, multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs), and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are widely used to study behavior
recognition and show higher performance than existing methods [7,14–16].

Accordingly, this paper collected multimodal data using a camera and a wearable
device and fused them based on the abovementioned studies to obtain behavior recognition.
In addition, we used a deep learning-based model to extract features from multimodal data.

2.2. Dog Behavior Recognition

Pet behavior recognition research is important for understanding the condition of pets.
Various studies are being conducted to check the status of pets in daily life such as their
activity and sleep or to predict diseases using medical data [17]. Among them, the study
of dog behavior recognition can be divided into cases using video data and cases using
sensor data.

Research using video data can be further divided into research to detect dogs and
research to extract joint motion. For dog detection, data collection and analysis are only
easy when the shooting location is fixed, so a camera is generally attached to the ceiling to
observe the dog’s movements. Bleuer Elsner et al. analyzed movement patterns in dogs
with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)-like behavior, which they observed
by installing a camera on the ceiling [3]. However, when the camera was attached to the
ceiling, only the movement and speed of the dog could be identified [3]. Furthermore,
research is also being conducted to recognize the behavior of livestock animals such as pigs,
cows, and horses [18].

Research on the skeletons of dogs is focused on pose estimation. The 3D position
of dogs can be estimated using Kinect, a camera that can recognize depth and is mainly
composed of RGB and IR cameras. Kearney et al. proposed a markerless approach for 3D
canine pose estimation from RGBD images using the Kinect v2 [19]. Pereira et al. proposed
SLEAP, a multi-animal pose tracking framework for living things ranging from insects to
vertebrates [20].

In studies using these video data, overlap with other objects significantly lowers the
recognition accuracy. In addition, since behavior recognition is only possible within the
shooting radius, it is difficult to target dogs at home unless the entire house is photographed
with cameras.

In comparison, studies using sensor data generally collect data by strapping a wearable
device onto a dog. Currently, commercialized devices such as Fitbark, Petpace, and Whistle
have been released and are used for tracking dogs’ activity; these are mainly used to
increase the activity of dogs and improve their health [21].

The appropriate location for the device to be worn—such as the neck, stomach, legs, or
tail—has been extensively studied; it is important to select an appropriate location because
a poor choice can cause discomfort to the dog. Most commercially available devices are
worn around the neck [22,23], which has relatively less noise than other locations [24]. In
addition, when examining the behavior types of dogs, most commercialized dog wearable
devices have an accelerometer sensor to estimate the dog’s behavior [22]. Since a single
sensor is used, the activity level of dogs is divided into three to five levels rather than
more sophisticated behavior recognition. Recently, more detailed behavior recognition has
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become possible because gyroscope sensor data can be integrated and analyzed, but it is
difficult to obtain high recognition accuracy for all behaviors.

Table 1 summarizes previous studies of dog behavior recognition using video data or
sensor data. To date, there have been many machine learning-based behavior recognition
studies, but research has been conducted by collecting either only video or sensor data.
There are studies on behavior recognition based on multimodal data that embed various
sensors in wearable devices, but fusing it with other types of data can improve the accuracy,
and if data noise occurs, it can be compensated. Accordingly, in this paper, we aimed to
improve the behavior recognition accuracy of dogs by solving the problems of existing
studies through deep learning-based fusion of sensor data and video data.

Table 1. Summary of dog behavior recognition studies using a camera or wearable device.

Paper Using Video
Data

Using Sensor Data Number of
Behaviors

Machine
Learning

Deep
LearningPosition Acc Gyro

[1] Neck O 10 O
[2] Neck O 3 O

[23] Neck
Tail O O 7 O

[25] Neck
Back O O 7 O

[26] O 10 O

This paper O Neck O O 7 O

3. Dog Behavior Recognition Based on Multimodal Data

In this study, we propose dog behavior recognition based on multimodal data. The
purpose of this study was to find a method to improve the behavior recognition accuracy
of dogs. This was performed to estimate the specific amount of activity of dogs. We limited
our analysis to the most common dog breed, and we used a commonly used camera and
wearable device. We assumed that the camera was installed in a place where the dog can
be seen easily with minimal overlapping of other objects inside or outside the house and
the wearable device was a collar.

Table 2 illustrates seven behaviors to recognize: standing, sitting, lying with raised
head, lying without raised head, walking, sniffing, and running. Although dogs display
various behaviors in daily life, such as eating and shaking, the behaviors representing the
amount of activity of dogs were selected after referring to existing studies on dog behavior
recognition [1,2,25,26]. In addition, since the wearable device is worn on the neck, it is
sensitive to the movement of the head. In this paper, the criterion for lying was divided
by whether the head was raised. Since the shortest length of each behavior is 4 s, it was
processed by generating behavior sequence data for 4 s segments.

Figure 1 describes the overall process of data collection, data preprocessing, and dog
behavior recognition. First, behavior data on videos and sensors were collected through
cameras and wearable devices, followed by data preprocessing. For the video data, a dog
was detected in a frame, missing values that were not detected were processed; for sensor
data, outliers were removed, and missing values were processed. After that, the two types
of data were synchronized based on time to generate behavior sequence data. These data
were input into the proposed fusion model, which then learned to recognize dog behavior.
The following subsections describe the details of each step.
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Table 2. Dog behavior to be recognized.

Behavior Code Behavior Description

B1 Standing Standing still with all four legs touching the
ground.

B2 Sitting The buttocks touch the floor without the
stomach touching the floor.

B3 Lying with raised head Lying down on the floor with their side, back, or
stomach on the floor with their head raised.

B4 Lying without raised
head

Lying down the floor with their side, back, or
stomach on the floor without raising their head.

B5 Walking Moving forward with four legs moving (three
legs touching the ground).

B6 Sniffing Moving or stopping with light head movement
and the nose close to the ground.

B7 Running Moving forward with legs moving
simultaneously at a faster speed than walking.
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3.1. Video Data Collection and Preprocessing

The video data were used to check the movement area of the dog, and an IP camera
was used to capture the front or side view of the dog. Data were collected at 20 FPS with a
resolution of 1920 × 1080.

Since various objects such as the owner or dog products appeared in the collected video
data, dog detection was performed to check only the movement of dogs. Currently, various
methods have been proposed for object detection in computer vision; however, detecting
a distant dog inside a house requires a method with good performance at small object
detection. Among the representative small object detection methods, Liu compared the
performance of methods such as YOLOv3, FasterRCNN, and SSD [27]. In addition, Nguyen
compared the performance of RetinaNet, Fast RCNN, YOLOv3, and FasterRCNN [28]. In
terms of processing speed, it was confirmed that the performances of Faster RCNN and
YOLOv3 were excellent. Accordingly, in this paper, we performed dog detection by adding
FasterRCNN, YOLOv3, and YOLOv4, which has improved performance over YOLOv3 [29].

The collected data were sliced into 4-s units, and the result of dog detection for each
frame was the center coordinates (x, y), width, and height of the detected bounding box.
However, it is difficult to detect dogs in various shooting environments every time. For
the learning model, if all data for undetected frames is removed, the learning performance
may be degraded, so it is necessary to process missing values. For this purpose, missing
values were replaced using linear interpolation, which is one of the most widely used
methods because of its simplicity and low computational cost. Since the length of the video
data were not long, even if the missing values were continuous, if there were detected
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bounding boxes before and after the missing values, it was set to be interpolated to replace
the missing values. If 50% or more of the values for one video were missing, the data
were filtered because the reliability of the data would be lost even if the missing values
were replaced.

3.2. Sensor Data Collection and Preprocessing

The collected sensor data were three-axis accelerometer and three-axis gyroscope da-ta
taken once per second from a wearable device placed on the neck of a dog. The collected
data were scaled using the median and quartiles values to minimize the influence of outliers
on data collected from the wearable device. Next, an upsampling process was performed
for each time-series index to display the collected data as a sequence. In the communication
process, it was also necessary to process missing values for the time not collected because
of the possibility that some data may have been lost. As with the video data, the missing
values were replaced using linear interpolation. The sensor data had a shorter length, so to
interpolate only data for 1 s out of 4 s, the number of consecutively interpolating missing
values was limited to one. Next, for input into the learning model, the sensor data were
divided into 4-s windows through a sliding window.

Next, we proceeded with feature extraction. Feature extraction can generally be di-
vided into handcrafting features and learning features. Handcrafting features require little
computation and can be easily extracted, but the sensor type is specific and feature selection
is required, whereas learning features automatically learn features from raw data and are
robust, but it is difficult to adjust parameters and interpret learned features [8]. Accordingly,
we want to improve the behavior recognition accuracy by extracting handcrafting features
and reflecting them in the learning model.

In several studies, statistical features have been extracted and used for behavior recog-
nition; however, this study only used features with little computation because complex
features were automatically extracted and input into the next step, a fusion model. The
features ( f ) selected in this study were the mean ( fmean), variance ( fvar), standard deviation
( fstd), amplitude ( famp), and skewness ( fskew); their equations are (1)–(5) for data length n
and data value x. These features were counted 30 times for the three axes of the accelerom-
eter and three axes of the gyroscope, and these features became the input values of the
fusion model together with the raw data to determine how much they affect dog behavior
recognition accuracy.

fmean =
1
n ∑n

i=1 xi (1)

fvar =
1
n ∑(x− x)2 (2)

fstd =

√
1
n ∑(x− x)2 (3)

famp = max(x)−min(x) (4)

fskew =
1
n ∑n

i=1(xi − x)3(
1
n ∑n

i=1(xi − x)2
) 3

2
(5)

3.3. Dog Behavior Recognition

Figure 2 describes the model based on the multimodal data for dog behavior recogni-
tion extracted the features of video data and sensor data and then merged the extracted
data to recognize behaviors.
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3.3.1. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction uses CNN, which performs a convolution operation. CNNs can
extract high-level features from both time-series data and video data. In this study, we
extracted features using CNN for both video data and sensor data, which required us to
conduct feature extraction separately.

Since the feature extraction of video data were 80 4-s frames, we focused on reducing
the frame dimension. The convolution operation consists of seven filters of size (3, 1) and
proceeds three times through the ReLU activation function, after which batch normalization
is performed. Then, after max-pooling with (5, 1) size, dropout is performed at a rate of
0.25 to prevent overfitting. Finally, the extracted features are flattened to perform dense
layer and batch normalization.

Feature extraction for sensor data were performed by dividing the accelerator and
gyroscope. First, the raw data and the selected features are concatenated. Next, the
convolution operation is performed twice with size (3, 1) and once with size (1, 3). The first
two are for dimensionality reduction for features, and the last is dimensionality reduction
for three axes. Then, after batch normalization, maxpooling of size (2, 1) is performed, and
dropout is performed at a rate of 0.25. Finally, through flattening of the extracted features,
the dense layer and batch normalization are performed. For the gyroscope data, the same
process was performed. Finally, the extracted features of the accelerator and gyroscope are
concatenated again.

3.3.2. Feature Fusion Model for Dog Behavior Recognition

Next, the extracted features were fused and classified to recognize dog behaviors. We
used CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM models, which are the most commonly used deep
learning methods. LSTM is a type of RNN that is specialized for time-series and improves
the vanishing gradient problem of RNN. Furthermore, a recent hybrid method of CNN and
LSTM has shown good performance in feature extraction considering time-series and is
being used in research on prediction and classification in various fields. The structures of
the CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM models constructed in this study are shown in Figure 3.
As the final step of all models, softmax was performed for multiple behavior recognition to
derive behavior-specific probabilities.
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4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

This study was implemented using Keras as a backend with TensorFlow as a Python
language. Table 3 shows the detailed experimental specifications of this study.

Table 3. Experimental specifications.

Metric Description

CPU Intel Core i7-8700K
GPU NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080
RAM 32 GB

Python 3.8
TensorFlow 2.4.1

Keras 2.5.0

4.1.1. Data Collection Process and Dataset

The experiment was conducted with one dog: a 4-year-old male Yorkshire terrier. Data
collection was conducted in compliance with animal ethics. To obtain consent from the
owner and to eliminate the dog’s anxiety, the collection was always carried out in situations
where the owner accompanied the dog. In addition, to reflect the environment in daily life
as much as possible, natural behaviors, not trained behaviors, were observed within the
radius captured by the camera. Among the data collected in this process, behaviors that
were externally influenced, other than self-moving behaviors such as petting or touching
the dog, were removed through filtering. In addition, the total time for collection of data
did not exceed 30 min to ensure that the health of the dog was not affected.

To make the collection environment as similar as possible to the environment in daily
life, there were no restrictions on the space inside the house, such as the living room or
outdoor space, and a camera was installed so that the front or side of the dog could be seen.
In addition, to increase the detection rate of the dog in the video, videos were not taken
from too far away. The IP camera used was the HejHome Smart Home Camera pro, and
the resolution was Full HD (1920 × 1080) and 20 FPS. Figure 4 describes the process of
collecting sensor data from a manufactured wearable device based on the Arduino nano
33 IoT board. The wearable device was manufactured as a collar. Data were collected from
the server through Bluetooth with an Android-based smart device. The accelerometer and
gyroscope data were collected using the LSM6DS3 module.
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Figure 4. The process of collecting sensor data from a manufactured wearable device.

The collected data were matched based on the time of the video data and the sensor
data, and cases where even one of the two data were not collected were excluded. In
the collected dataset, the behavior of the dog was determined based on the video, and
the behavior was labeled. The collected and pre-processed dataset is shown in Table 4.
To reduce the data imbalance, the most frequently collected behavior, sitting, was set as
30 differences from the second-largest behavior. For learning, 80% of the entire dataset was
used as the training dataset, the rest was used for the test dataset, and 20% of the training
dataset was used for the validation dataset.

Table 4. Experimental dataset.

Behavior
FasterRCNN YOLOv3 YOLOv4

Training Test Training Test Training Test

Standing 89 22 96 24 98 24
Sitting 132 34 144 37 142 36

Lying with raised head 99 25 121 30 105 26
Lying without raised

head 109 27 111 28 103 26

Sniffing 29 7 44 11 48 12
Walking 57 14 101 25 118 30
Running 8 2 31 8 54 13

Total 523 131 648 163 668 167

4.1.2. Performance Evaluation Measurement and Method

Performance evaluation was compared by measuring the accuracy, precision, recall,
and f-score. Accuracy represents the ratio of correctly recognized numbers among all N
pieces of data. Precision is the ratio of the prediction and the actual value of the positive
data among the positive prediction data and is defined in Equation (6). Recall is the
ratio of prediction and actual positive data among actual positive data and is defined as
Equation (7). The final f-score was calculated as the harmonic average of precision and
recall, as shown in Equation (8). In addition, various model evaluations were conducted
with 100 epochs and a batch size of 16. Adam was used as the optimizer, and the learning
rate was set to 0.001.

Precision =
True Positive

True Positive + False Positive
(6)

Recall =
True Positive

True Positive + False Negative
(7)

F− score = 2× Precision× Recall
Precision + Recall

(8)

4.2. Experimental Results

The experiment had three goals. The first was to find a suitable dog detection method
by comparing the performance of object detection methods using video data. The second
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was to find the combination of statistical features that affect the behavioral recognition
of dogs by comparing the performance using sensor data. The third was to compare
the performance difference methods that use single data and those that fuse multimodal
data and to determine the proper model for improving dog behavior recognition through
performance comparison of deep learning-based fusion models.

4.2.1. Behavior Recognition Using Video Data

For the video data, FasterRCNN, YOLOv3, and YOLOv4 were used to check the
dog detection rate. To confirm the detection rate, an experiment was conducted using
a pre-trained model with the COCO dataset in three dog detection methods. Figure 5
displays one of the detected results for “sitting”. YOLOv4 detected the dog’s size better
than the other methods. Figure 6 shows the detection distribution according to the amount
of data. YOLOv3 had the largest amount of data with a 100% detection rate and the largest
amount of data with a 0% detection rate. On average, FasterRCNN’s detection rate was
68.62%, YOLOv3′s was 67.13%, and YOLOv4 had the highest detection rate at 72.01%.
Figure 7 shows the detection distribution by behavior. Overall, the recognition rate was
high when the dog performed B2 behavior, and the detection rate was the lowest when the
dog performed B7 behavior.
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Table 5 shows the performance evaluation results for behavior recognition with the
object detection method using only video data. On average, the accuracy was 86.7%, and
among the methods, YOLOv4 had the highest accuracy (89.2%). Figure 8 shows the fusion
matrix of behavior recognition by behavior. In general, B1–B4, which did not involve
movement, had a high recognition rate. In contrast, in the case of B7, since the B7 data
of FasterRCNN were too small compared to that of YOLOv3 and YOLOv4, it was judged
that YOLOv3 and YOLOv4 were relatively well aware of running, whereas FasterRCNN
was not.

Table 5. Results of behavior recognition performance evaluation by dog detection methods using
video data.

Dog Detection
Method Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score

FasterRCNN 86.3% 0.91 0.86 0.88
YOLOv3 84.7% 0.9 0.85 0.86
YOLOv4 89.2% 0.92 0.89 0.9

Average 86.7% 0.91 0.87 0.88
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4.2.2. Behavior Recognition Using Sensor Data

Experiments on sensor data were conducted by combining the five statistical features
specified in Section 3.2, and it was confirmed which combination of features had the
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greatest effect on performance. Table 6 shows the experimental results for the case where
no features were selected (None), those for the single-feature case, and the ten feature
combinations that showed the best performance among multiple features from a total of
32 feature combinations.

Table 6. Results of behavior recognition performance evaluation by selected features using sen-
sor data.

Selected Features Feature
Length Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score

None 6 0.455 0.56 0.46 0.49

fmean 12 0.383 0.6 0.38 0.46
fvar 12 0.443 0.76 0.44 0.48
fstd 12 0.509 0.62 0.51 0.55
famp 12 0.479 0.63 0.48 0.54
fskew 12 0.395 0.66 0.4 0.47

fmean + famp 18 0.521 0.63 0.52 0.56
fvar + famp 18 0.515 0.62 0.51 0.54
famp + fskew 18 0.515 0.63 0.51 0.55

fmean + famp + fskew 24 0.515 0.61 0.51 0.55
fstd + famp + fskew 24 0.551 0.63 0.55 0.57

fmean + fvar + fstd + famp 30 0.503 0.68 0.5 0.56
fmean + fvar + fstd + fskew 30 0.551 0.7 0.55 0.61
fmean + fstd + famp + fskew 30 0.539 0.61 0.54 0.56
fvar + fstd + famp + fskew 30 0.539 0.67 0.54 0.58

fmean + fvar + fstd + famp + fskew 36 0.563 0.76 0.56 0.62

As a single feature, fstd performed well, but when combined with other features, famp
was the best complementary feature. In contrast, fvar degraded performance or did not
affect performance. In the case of multiple features, since the degree of complementa-
tion between features was different, there was a difference in performance even when
features were similarly combined; however, the performance was generally improved
when famp + fskew was included. As a result, the combination of multiple features elicited
better performance than the result using only raw data. Among them, the combination
that showed the best performance was fmean + fvar + fstd + famp + fskew, which showed an
accuracy of 56.3%.

Figure 9 shows the confusion matrix for None with no features selected and for the
best feature combination in Table 6. The sensor data showed that behavior recognition for
B4 and B6 was well achieved, and it was confirmed that the recognition rate for B2 was
improved when statistical features were included. Since the device worn around the neck
was sensitive to the movement of the head, it is judged that the recognition rate was high
because these behaviors feature fewer head movements than other behaviors.
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4.2.3. Dog Behavior Recognition Based on Multimodal Data

The performance evaluation of the fusion model was performed on the fusion models
CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM for each dog detection method. In addition, a model that
only concatenated the extracted features for each set of data were added to the performance
evaluation to compare the results of single data and multimodal data models.

Experimental results are shown in Table 7. Compared with the performance when
using only a single data type in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, it was confirmed that the average
performance was improved by about 90.3% when the data were integrated. Among the
fusion models for each dog detection method, the CNN-LSTM model showed higher
accuracy than other fusion models. In particular, in the case of YOLOv4, which had the
highest behavior recognition accuracy using video data, the CNN-LSTM model showed
the highest accuracy at about 93.4%. The performance of the CNN model and the LSTM
model is expected to improve slightly if they had as deep layers as the CNN-LSTM model.

Table 7. Results of behavior recognition performance evaluation by fusion models based on multi-
modal data.

Dog Detection
Method Fusion Model

Measure

Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score

FasterRCNN

Only concatenate 0.885 0.89 0.89 0.89
CNN 0.855 0.88 0.85 0.86
LSTM 0.885 0.91 0.89 0.89

CNN-LSTM 0.924 0.94 0.92 0.93

YOLOv3

Only concatenate 0.908 0.92 0.91 0.91
CNN 0.926 0.94 0.93 0.93
LSTM 0.914 0.92 0.91 0.92

CNN-LSTM 0.920 0.93 0.92 0.92

YOLOv4

Only concatenate 0.904 0.91 0.9 0.9
CNN 0.898 0.91 0.9 0.9
LSTM 0.880 0.9 0.88 0.88

CNN-LSTM 0.934 0.94 0.93 0.93

Average 0.903 0.92 0.90 0.91

Figure 10 shows the confusion matrix for each fusion model. The recognition rate
for all behaviors is improved overall compared to the case of using single data. However,
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among them, the behavior recognition rate for B5 and B7 is slightly low. FasterRCNN,
which showed a very lower recognition rate for B5 and B7 when using only video data,
improved when using multimodal data, but still shows low numbers as shown in Figure 10a.
Even with the CNN-LSTM model, FasterRCNN had a low behavior recognition rate for B5
and B7 as shown in Figure 10d, whereas YOLOv3 and YOLOv4 significantly improved the
behavior recognition rate with the CNN-LSTM model as shown in Figure 10e,f.
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Average 0.903  0.92  0.90  0.91  

Since some aspects of sniffing may look similar to standing or walking, and walking 

has similar appearances to running except for speed, it is thought that detailed feature 

extraction is necessary to improve the accuracy of behavior recognition. Since the model 

structure proposed in this paper is not an optimal model for behavior recognition of dogs, 

Figure 10. Confusion matrix of behavior recognition by fusion models based on multimodal data:
(a) Only concatenate model with FasterRCNN; (b) Only concatenate model with YOLOv3; (c) Only
concatenate model with YOLOv4; (d) CNN-LSTM model with FasterRCNN; (e) CNN-LSTM model
with YOLOv3; (f) CNN-LSTM model with YOLOv4.

Since some aspects of sniffing may look similar to standing or walking, and walking
has similar appearances to running except for speed, it is thought that detailed feature
extraction is necessary to improve the accuracy of behavior recognition. Since the model
structure proposed in this paper is not an optimal model for behavior recognition of dogs,
if the model is improved, such as by increasing the layer depth or finding an appropriate
hyperparameter, the recognition rate of all behaviors will probably be improved.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a multimodal data-based behavior recognition of dogs by fus-
ing video data from a camera and sensor data (accelerator, gyroscope) from a wearable
device. The collected data were about dogs, and seven types of behavior (standing, sitting,
lying with raised head, lying without raised head, walking, sniffing, and running) were
recognized after preprocessing according to the characteristics of each data type.

In the case of video data, FasterRCNN, YOLOv3, and YOLOv4, which are representa-
tive object detection methods, were used to identify the movement area of dogs. Among
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them, YOLOv4 had the highest dog detection rate and the best behavior recognition perfor-
mance. Because behavior recognition was performed by extracting the detected area, the
object detection rate and the accuracy of behavior recognition had a high correlation. In the
case of sensor data, accelerator and gyroscope data were collected using a wearable device
manufactured based on Arduino, and various statistical feature extraction methods were
used. When two or more features were used rather than a single feature, high performance
was generally achieved, and the combination of the features with the highest performance
among them—the mean, variance, standard deviation, amplitude, and skewness—were
all combined. Finally, multimodal data-based CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM models were
used to evaluate and compare performance with existing single data-based models. When
the video data and the sensor data were fused, the average accuracy was about 90.3%, and
the multimodal data-based models showed improved performance over that of the single
data-based models. In particular, when the CNN-LSTM model was used, the performance
was good, and the case of dog detection using YOLOv4 was the highest at about 93.4%.

In the process of carrying out this study, it was confirmed that there was a difference
in the recognition rate for each behavior in the results of the case where only video data
were used compared to the case where only sensor data were used. In the case of video
data, the recognition rate was high when there was no movement, such as standing, sitting,
lying with raised head, and lying without raised head. The recognition rate for running
was also high. Unlike sniffing and walking, running generally does not feature di-rection
change within 4 s, so it is probably judged that the feature was differentiated from other
behaviors. In the case of sensor data, the recognition rate for sitting, lying without raised
head, and walking was high, and the behaviors with little change in the head movement
were well recognized. Finally, the recognition rate for all behaviors overall increased as the
two data complemented each other for the multimodal data-based models.

Since optimizing the model was not the purpose of the study, we proceeded with one
dog, but in the future, data collection according to breed and size is required to reflect the
properties of various dogs. This study can be applied for the treatment or health monitoring
of dogs, and among them, it is expected to provide a simple way to estimate the amount of
activity. Various diseases such as obesity and depression can be identified through changes
in the activity level of dogs. To this end, if the data collection cycle is changed or the
model layer (number of layers, appropriate hyperparameters, etc.) is changed, then the
performance can be improved compared to the results found in this study. In the future,
to improve the accuracy of dog behavior recognition, we plan to find an optimal fusion
model and expand the behavior types.
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